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Farming communities are the first source of information on threats posed by 
climate change, and adaptations. 



Farmers in the VACEA network actively participating in adaptation initiatives.   



The overall objective is to improve the 

understanding of the vulnerability of rural 

agricultural and indigenous communities to 

shifts in climate variability and to the frequency 

and intensity of extreme climate events, and to 

engage governance institutions in Canada, 

Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Colombia in 

enhancing their adaptive capacity to reduce rural 

community vulnerability.  
 

VACEA - Objective 
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Growing season SPEI and detrended spring wheat yields 
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Change in Minimum Temperatures, 2041-70 versus 1971-2000 
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Study “Communities” 
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VACEA Social Surveys 



Community Vulnerability 100 
 

Governance       70 
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KEY FINDINGS 
  

Financial issues are the most significant determinant of vulnerability for agricultural 
producers. 

Changing social relations affect vulnerability.  

“Years ago...you really associated with your neighbours but now we hardly see our 
neighbours.” - Shaunavon-area farmer 

Experience with extreme events makes a difference. Urgency fades faster than 
memory. 

 While Irrigation is the most important form of drought adaptation, some producers 
worry about the implications of a prolonged and severe drought with the power to 
deplete irrigation reservoirs.  

“when we get one dry year, or one year with no snow in the mountains, that’s not a 
problem because we have the reservoirs to hold the water. But if we get two years, then 
we start to get very short of irrigation water” - Taber-area rancher 

Other important drought coping strategies but some come at a high financial cost. 

The role of institutional programs: most producers value insurance and disaster 
assistance programs and governments role in establishing water storage and 
irrigation infrastructure.  

 



RECOMMENDATIONS - What can be done? 
  

Implement earlier identification of drought to facilitate assistance 

Support proactive investments in adaptation infrastructure (e.g., irrigation and 
drainage) while facilitating local management and control of this infrastructure 
(e.g., water co-operatives) 

Support adaptation strategies that are both environmentally responsible and 
financially beneficial for producers (e.g., solar watering systems)  

 “I think there’s a lot of agricultural producers that want to be sensitive to 
sustainability, but...the marketplace doesn’t reward them for it” - Taber-area 
rancher 

Challenge a “bigger is better” paradigm in agriculture, which may be driving 
debt dependency 

Facilitate the public development of crops resistance to drought and excess 
water to reduce the cost of these adaptive inputs 

Meaningfully consult with a diverse array of farmers on adaptation and disaster 
response policies.  

 



Rural Adaptability to Climate Extremes (RACE) index  



Rural Adaptability to Climate Extremes (RACE) index  



Conclusions 
 
• The observations and perceptions of agricultural producers are 

consistent with the measured natural variability. They 
experience weather not climate and see it as natural climatic 
variability rather than an indication of climate change.  

 

• The main threat posed by climate change is from extreme and 
unexpected weather. 

 

• The perceptions of residents of the agricultural communities  
was critical information, not only for an evaluation of social 
indicates of vulnerability, but also for understanding the most 
locally-relevant aspects of climate variability and change.  

 

• Evidence-based adaptation policy and planning requires 
interdisciplinary work. Research in the natural sciences 
depends on social science for understanding key variables and 
relevant scales of analysis. We also can place the experiences 
of these communities in a long-term and natural science 
context.  

 
 


